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Abstract—Petri nets are a formalism used to model the behavior
of systems. Modeling systems with context dependent behavior
is more complex and no suitable model exists, which can be
used for formal verification, graphical modeling and program
synthesis. With our extension, “Adaptive Petri nets”, it is possible
to directly model adaptive systems while still being able to utilize
their expressiveness and existing model checking tools. In this
work, the utilization of Adaptive Petri nets in the context of
controller synthesis for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA)
is demonstrated. A full workflow from an Adaptive Petri net
Model to an FPGA will evaluate the system in its usability over
the three components modeling, verification and code generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With Adaptive Petri Nets (APN) a framework was devel-
oped, which allows to change the behavior of a Petri net at
runtime. Parts of the net can be enabled or disabled based on
the number of tokens in designated places. To integrate well
in the existing tool landscape of Petri nets, APN are built in
a way that they can be flattened in normal Petri nets. It was
proven in our work submitted for ADAPTIVE 2018 that each
APN can be flattened to a Petri net with inhibitor arcs [1].

In this work, we will show multiple ways to use APN to
model and synthesize a digital controller. By this, it is evaluated
how APN are utilized and integrated with existing tools.

The developed APN was designed with following goals in
mind:

1) Usability: the APN syntax should be easy to use and
should require a minimal learning effort.

2) Flattening: an APN should be flattened into an equivalent
Petri net with inhibitor arcs.

3) Small Overhead: flattening should not significantly in-
crease the net in size.

With usability as our first goal, we hope to avoid that APN
remain only a theoretical concept without practical use. For
this, we developed multiple representation methods to define an
APN (graphical, mathematical, composition based). Our second
goal, flattening, is supposed to allow the reuse of existing
Petri net tools. Flattening also improves the usability since
an existing Petri net based project can use APN just on top
without further modifications to their infrastructure. Having
small overhead as our goal, influences decisions of the defined
semantics, so a flattened APN does not explode in size and is

still usable. However, there is a trade-off between usability and
small overhead.

Developing a controller on an FPGA provides various chal-
lenges for a programmer. Due to its parallel and asynchronous
nature, most logical controllers require some synchronization
points. These synchronization points are used, e.g., to execute
routines consecutively [2] or wait for sensors and actuators [3].
While the most commonly used models for this are state
machines, they can handle only one state at a time. Therefore,
state machines cannot be used well in systems where the state
is dependent on multiple contexts [4], [5].

When modeling a system with reconfigurable behavior, e.g.,
reconfigurable manufacturing systems, the system not only has
to handle multiple contexts, but has to adapt its behavior to
contexts [6]. State machines and Petri nets fall short in this
kind of scenario, since modeling of context dependent behavior
cannot be directly expressed [7]. With Adaptive Petri nets
(APN) [1], we proposed a Petri net extension, which adds a
syntactic, semantic, and graphical extension to Petri nets to
support modeling self-adaptiveness.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section II, the related work is reviewed. It has three focus
points, the extension of Petri nets to support adaptivity and the
use of Petri nets for circuit synthesis as well as the intersection
of both. Section III is a background chapter and will contain the
formal background of Petri nets and introduces the concept of
APN. Next, in Section IV, our proposed workflow from APN
to circuit is described. In the end, in Section V, we will give an
example of a circuit controller, which is modeled, verified, and
then synthesized into a circuit with VHDL (Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language) according
to our workflow. Finally, an outlook and conclusion is given.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we will survey three types of related work.
The first type of related work, which we present here, covers
Petri nets with adaptive behavior changes. The other type of
related work covers the synthesis of Petri nets to circuits or
HDLs (Hardware Description Languages). And finally, we
survey the related work, which is a combination of the prior
types, i.e., Adaptive Petri nets synthesized to circuits or HDLs.

A. Petri nets with changing runtime behavior
While Petri nets themselves already express runtime behav-

ior, there is no construct to express changes in runtime behavior.
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It is possible to express changing runtime behavior directly
within Petri nets. However, this will model the adaptivity on
the same layer as the business logic, and complicates the final
designs because of an intermingling of concerns.

In the following, we review existing work concerning Petri
nets, which can change their behavior at runtime.

Object Petri nets [8] are Petri nets with special tokens.
A token can be a Petri net itself and therefore, nets can
be moved inside a main net. This type of net can be used
for modeling multiple agents, which move through a net
representing locations. The agents change their internal state
and have different interactions based on the location inside the
net. This approach extends the graphical notation of Petri nets.
Analysis of object Petri nets is possible with the model checker
Maude [9] and by conversion to Prolog. It was not shown that
object Petri nets can be flattened to standard Petri nets, though.

Reconfiguration with graph-based approaches is a topic of
Padberg’s group. They developed the tool ReConNet [10], [11]
to model and simulate reconfigurable Petri nets. A reconfigu-
ration is described as pattern matching and replacement that
are evaluated at runtime. This notation is generic and powerful,
but cannot be represented in the standard notation of Petri nets.
It was also not a goal to flatten them into standard Petri nets.
Verification is possible with Maude.

Another graph-based reconfiguration mechanism is net
rewriting systems (NRS) [12]. The reconfiguration happens
in terms of pattern matching and replacements with dynamic
composition. The expressive power was shown to be Turing
equivalent by implementation of a Turing machine. Additionally,
an algorithm for flattening to standard Petri nets was provided
for a subset of net rewriting systems called reconfigurable nets.
This subset constrains NRS to only those transformations, which
leave the number of places and transitions unchanged, i.e., only
the flow relation can be changed. Flattening increases the size
of transitions significantly, i.e., by the number of transitions
multiplied by the number of reconfigurations. With improved
net rewriting systems [13], the NRS were applied in logic
controllers. The improved version of NRS constrains the rewrite
rules to not invalidate important structural properties, such as
liveness, reversibility, and boundedness.

Self-modifying nets [14] were already introduced in 1978
to permit reconfiguration at runtime. Arcs between places and
transitions are annotated with a weight specifying the number
of tokens required inside the place until the transition becomes
enabled. To achieve reconfiguration, these weights are made
dynamic by linking them to a place. The number of the weight is
then determined by the number of tokens inside this referenced
place. This mechanism allows the enabling and disabling of arcs
and therefore, can change the control flow at runtime. However,
the authors state that reachability is not decidable [14].

Guan et al. [15] proposed a dynamic Petri net, which
creates new structures when firing transitions. To achieve this,
the net is divided in a control and a presentation net. In the
control net annotations on its nodes instruct the presentation
net for structural modifications. Verification and reducibility
were explicitly excluded by the authors.

A practical example was shown in Bukowiec et al. [16],
who modeled a dynamic Petri net, which could exchange
parts of the net are based on configuration signals. Defining
reconfigurable parts was done with a formalism of hierarchical

Petri nets. The dynamic parts of the nets were modeled with
subnets to generate code for a partially reconfigurable Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA). Since this work was of more
practical nature, the reconfiguration and transformation were
not formalized. However, it was shown by Padberg et al. [10]
that this kind of net can be transformed into a representation,
which can be verified using Maude.

Dynamic Feature Petri nets (DFPN) [17] support runtime
reconfiguration by annotating the Petri net elements with
propositional formulas. These elements are then enabled or
disabled based on the evaluation of these formulas at runtime.
The formulas contain boolean variables, which can be set
dynamically from transitions of the net or statically during
initialization. Their model extends the graphical notation with
textual annotations. It was shown that they can be flattened
to standard Petri nets [18]. Compared to Adaptive Petri nets,
this type of net is problem specific and has the limitation of
indirection by boolean formulas. A boolean formula cannot
express numbers easily, only by encoding them in multiple
boolean variables. In DFPN the net is modified by firing
transitions, while in Adaptive Petri nets the net is modified by
the number of tokens inside a place.

With Context-adaptive Petri nets [19], ontologies were
combined with Petri nets to model context dependent behavior
in Petri nets. These nets are included in an existing Petri net
editor. By this, context-adaptive Petri nets support modeling,
simulation and analysis. It is unclear whether this approach
would also work on larger nets, since it was not detailed how
the analysis is implemented. Additionally, the flattening of
these nets is not supported.

Hybrid Adaptive Petri nets [20] are a Petri net extension
coming from the field of biology. These nets extend non-
standard Petri nets with a special firing semantic. A transition
can fire discrete, which will consume and produce a single
token and then wait a specified delay for the next firing. In
continuous mode a transition will not have a delay. This Petri net
is adaptive by switching between those two modes. Compared
to our work this is out of scope since non-standard Petri nets
are used and adaptivity is restricted to transitions only.

There exist two surveys, which also summarized the related
work on this topic. In the work of Gomes et al. [21], the change
of behavior at runtime is classified as dynamic composition. It
is characterized as “rare”, arguing that it “radically changes
the Petri net semantics and complicates the available analysis
techniques”. A more thorough overview of the related work
can be found in Padberg et al. [7].

B. Circuit synthesis from Petri nets
Transforming Petri nets into circuits was already done in

the 1970s [22] only a few years after the concept of Petri nets
was published by Carl Adam Petri [23]. This already highlights
the strong relationship between Petri nets and circuit design.
The complete history, for Petri net synthesis into circuits, can
be read in [5].

A noticeable trend since the 1970s until today, is the more
abstract view on hardware. Especially with the introduction
of HDLs like VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit)
Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and Verilog, but also
with the wide availability of FPGA, the gap between theoretical
designs and practical implementations diminished. Furthermore,
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the supported net classes increased over time. While in the
beginning only basic net classes were supported, nowadays
exist synthesis algorithms for high level nets, too. It can be
observed that the interest in Petri nets as a design aid for
digital systems has increased [5]. This is attributed to two
reasons. Petri nets naturally capture the relations, concurrency
and conflicts of digital systems. Additionally, Petri nets are
very simple but expressive and formally founded [5, p.4]. The
development of FPGA can be seen as the main contributor in
this field. On one hand, it can be used to rapidly prototype and
test algorithms and technologies, on the other hand, it is an
easier to reach target for synthesized circuits. With this, the
technological stack for implementing new tools around Petri
net matured in the last decade much faster than before.

Several surveys were done in this field. A very early
overview was given by Agerwala in 1979, where it was
mentioned as part of a survey for practical Petri net applications
[24]. The survey focused on the synthesis algorithms by Dennis’
group in the 70s [22]. For Finite State Machine (FSM) an
in-depth survey was done by Moore and Gupta [25]. Not
only use-cases and approaches were surveyed, also Petri net
types and analysis methods. A more practical article on FSM
implementation in Verilog was written by [26]. In 1998, two
more surveys were published, the survey from Yakovlev and
Koelmans [4] and from Marranghello [5] concerning asyn-
chronous and synchronous synthesis of embedded controller,
respectively. After that only very small surveying was done, as
part of related work in [27], [28], [29], [30].

Petri net synthesis can be classified into three general
classes: type of implementation, type of encoding and type of
Petri net.

The separation between synchronous and asynchronous
implementation is the already the focus of two surveys from
1998 [5], [4]. The decision is largely dependent on the use-case.
The type of encoding is well elaborated in [5] and similarly
in [4]. There exist three different types. Direct encoding also
called one-hot encoding or isomorphic places encoding [31],
is the 1:1 mapping of Petri net places into a circuit element
(e.g., a flip-flop). This encoding guarantees a circuit and has the
shortest synthesis time, as there are no complex calculations
involved. A disadvantage is the higher number of flip-flops
required. To tackle the problem, logical encoding gives each
state or transition in a (sequential) Petri net a code and represent
this state in the circuit by complex logic. Depending on the
encoding, this is either named place-based or transition-based
encoding. The state-space explosion problem [32] might result
in a failed synthesis. To mitigate this problem, the net can
be partitioned in multiple subnets with macro nets [33] or by
using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) for a more efficient
representation [34]. The last encoding method is by building a
specialized hardware, which takes a Petri net and computes the
firing. This solution is the most space efficient for large nets
and allows the highest grade of reconfiguration. Disadvantages
are their higher initial effort and slower execution speed [27],
[35].

Overlooked in the previous taxonomies, the Petri net type
is also a distinctive characterization. Most implementation work
on safe Petri nets, some on k-bounded and some with colored
tokens. Additionally, often the non-deterministic feature of Petri
nets is not supported when synthesizing to circuits or needs
special care [36].

C. Circuit synthesis from Petri nets with changing runtime
behavior

While the synthesis of Petri nets into circuits is researched
for a long time, only in recent years the research focuses also
on Petri nets with changing runtime behavior. The first work,
looking at this topic is [16]. Here, a non-formal Petri net model,
which allows reconfiguration at runtime, is synthesized into
VHDL for a partial reconfigurable FPGA. Relatively similar
is [37], in which a state machine is synthesized for a partial
reconfigurable FPGA. Both approaches switch the runtime
behavior based on the context. The use-cases are based on an
industrial and smart home scenario, respectively.

Similar research is also performed outside of FPGA syn-
thesis. In [38] the ReConNet of Padberg et al. [10] is utilized
to synthesize a reconfigurable manufacturing system (RMS).
Here, a formal approach was used to model the system, verify
the Petri net properties and then synthesize the RMS.

III. PRELIMINARIES

This section defines the preliminaries, used in this work.
The mathematical notation of Petri nets is explained in this
section together with some properties, which can be verified
with model checking. The concept of Adaptive Petri nets is
explained together with an algorithm to flatten APN to Petri
nets with inhibitor arcs.

A. Petri net definitions

Definition 1: A Petri net [32] is a directed, bipartite graph
and can be defined as a tuple Σ = (P, T, F,W,M0). The two
sets of nodes are P for places and T for transitions, where
P ∩ T = ∅ and P ∪ T 6= ∅. F is a set of arcs, describing the
flow relation with F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). W : F → N is a
weight function. M0 : P → N is the start marking.

Referencing an element of the tuple is done in dot notation:
for a Petri net Σ, we reference the places P by Σ.P .

Definition 2: For an element x ∈ P ∪ T ,
•x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F} and x• = {y|(x, y) ∈ F}.

E.g., t• with t ∈ T refers to the set of places, which are
connected with an arc originating from t. We call those preset
and postset, respectively.

Definition 3: A marking is defined as a function
M : P → N.

A Petri net is a static model, in which only the marking
changes. M0 is the start marking. After firing a transition, the
marking changes.

Definition 4: A transition t ∈ T is enabled if all places
p ∈ •t have a marking of at least W (p, t) tokens, where W (p, t)
is the weight for the arc between p and t.

Definition 5: Iff a transition t is enabled, it can fire and
the marking of each p ∈ t• is incremented by W (t, p) and the
marking of each p ∈ •t is decremented by W (p, t).

Definition 6: If there exists a k ∈ N for a p ∈ P such that,
starting from M0, every reachable marking M(p) ≤ k, we
speak of p as k-bounded.

A bounded place never contains more than k tokens. If k
equals 1, this place is called safe.
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B. Inhibitor arcs
To model the negation inside Petri nets, e.g., "fire this

transition only when less than x tokens are inside this place",
inhibitor arcs can be used. With inhibitor arcs, the flow
relation of Petri nets is extended with an arc, which disables a
transition when the connected place has more than a specified
number of tokens in it. A Petri net with inhibitor arcs can
implement a Turing machine [39], while this is not possible with
standard Petri nets. Because of the change of expressiveness,
the available tools for model checking are reduced, for example,
the halting problem cannot be solved in general for Turing
complete languages.

Definition 7: An Inhibitor Petri net is a tuple Σ =
(P, T, F, I,WI ,W,M0). With the same defintions as previously
mentioned. Additionally this Petri net contains the set of
inhibitor arcs I : (P × T ) and a weight WI : I → N

To simplify notation, we define the inhibiting set of a
transition t as ◦t = {(p, t) ∈ I}.

Definition 8: A transition t is enabledi, iff all places
connected by an inhibitor arc are below the weight
M(p) < WI(p, t) for all p ∈ ◦t and the transition is enabled
as defined in Def. 4.

1) Flattening to a Petri net without inhibitor arcs: In general,
a Petri net with inhibitor arcs is Turing complete. When a
place with an inhibitor arc is bounded, the inhibitor arc can
be replaced with a semantic preserving structure without an
inhibitor arc [40].

C. Graphical notation
Places are drawn as circles: , their marking is drawn

as black dots . Transitions are drawn as black rectangles
(horizontal or vertical) . The flow relation is drawn with
directed arcs between places and transitions . Inhibitor
arcs are only drawn from places to transitions and get a circle
head: .

D. Properties and analysis of Petri nets
Petri nets support various ways to verify its properties. The

most commonly used analysis techniques check for reachability,
boundedness, deadlocks and liveness [32]. With these properties,
it is possible to verify the correctness of the model according
to its specifications. In this section we will first describe these
properties and then two tools used for analysis.

The basis for most model checking techniques in Petri nets
is reachability. This technique answers the question, whether
there exists a firing sequence to get from a marking M1 to
M2. There exists also the sub-marking reachability, which
ignores the marking of some places [32]. Besides for Petri nets
with inhibitor arcs, the reachability is decidable but requires
exponential space and time [41].

Boundedness is used to determine, whether the marking of
a particular place is such that the number of tokens is always
lower than a k with k ∈ N (see Def. 6). Boundedness is very
important for synthesis of Petri nets to guarantee that no buffer
will overflow.

The property liveness refers to a Petri net, in which, starting
with any marking M0, there exists a firing sequence such that
all transitions can be fired. This is a very strong property, which
can be checked on five different levels (L0-L4), where each
level adds some relaxation [32].

A deadlock in the context of Petri net refers to a marking,
in which no transition can fire [32].

For analyzing Petri nets, several tools exist. Here, shortly
two tools are explained. For low level analysis and espe-
cially for checking reachability, we chose LoLA (Low Level
Analyzer) [42], [43] as it is multiple times the winner in
the Petri net model checking contest in the category of
reachability [44]. To check for reachability, LoLA accepts
formulas in either temporal logic (either linear temporal logic
(LTL) or computation tree logic* (CTL*)). LoLA automatically
uses the fastest temporal logic for a given query, therefore, we
will draw no distinction here. LTL and CTL* both build on
top of the propositional calculus and extends it with temporal
quantors. Such quantors are X for next state, G for global state,
F for finally (e.g., a state will be reached in a finite number
of steps). One of the design goals of LoLA is to keep the
architecture relatively clean. That is why, only the basic type of
Petri nets with no inhibitor arcs or colored tokens is supported.

The second tool, regarded in this work is Tina [45]. This
tool is much more high level than LoLA. It comes bundled with
a graphical editor and simulator, it can convert many different
Petri net formats and has an interpreter, which can check for
most basic properties like liveness, deadlocks and boundedness.
However, the interpreter is much slower than LoLA.

E. Adaptive Petri nets
Adaptive Petri nets (APN) extend Petri nets with a concept

to change the behavior of the net at runtime. This is done
by defining one or more configuration points, which in turn
consist of a set of nodes, which are configured and a place
(configuration place) together with a marking, which enables
or disables the set of nodes. When the set of nodes is enabled,
the behavior of the Petri net is not changed. When the set of
nodes is disabled, no new tokens can be emitted from outside
into the set of nodes.

Following this informal description, the definition and
semantics is given here.

Definition 9: An APN is a tuple Σ = (P, T, F,W,M0, C),
based on Petri nets of Def. 1, with C = {c1, c2, . . .} as the set
of configuration points.

Definition 10: A configuration point is a tuple
c = (p, w,N,E) referencing the nodes of a containing
Petri net Σ.
• p ∈ Σ.P , a place that we will call configuration place.
• w : Z \ {0}, a weight
• N ⊆ (Σ.P ∪ Σ.T ), the nodes that are configured
• E ⊆ N the external nodes of the configured net, which

are reachable, even if the configured net is disabled
Definition 11: The set of external nodes (E ⊆ N ) are

nodes of N which are connected to nodes outside of N. Usually
defined like this - but a custom definition is possible, too:
E = N ∩ {x|(x ∈ •n ∪ x ∈ n•)∀n ∈ ((P ∪ T ) \N)}

Definition 12: The set of internal nodes for a configuration
point is calculated by G = N \ E.

With these definitions, the structural part of APN is
described. — In the next definitions, the runtime semantics of
APN are described.

Definition 13: A configuration point c ∈ C is enabled,
iff (c.w > 0 ∧M(c.p) ≥ c.w) ∨ (c.w < 0 ∧M(c.p) < |c.w|).
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Algorithm 1 Flattening of an Adaptive Petri net

1: procedure FLATTEN((P, T, F,W,M,C, I))
2: for ∀c ∈ C do
3: for ∀p ∈ c.E ∩ P do
4: for ∀t ∈ p • ∩c.G do
5: ConnectByArc((>, c, t, F, I,W ))
6: end for
7: end for
8: for ∀t ∈ c.E ∩ T do
9: if (t • ∩c.N 6= ∅) ∨ (•t ∩ c.E 6= ∅) then

10: t2 ← Duplicate(t, P, T, F,W,C, I,WI)
11: F ← F \ ((t2 × c.N) ∪ (c.E × t2))
12: ConnectByArc((>, c, t, F,W, I,WI))
13: ConnectByArc((⊥, c, t2, F,W, I,WI))
14: end if
15: end for
16: C ← C \ {c}
17: end for
18: end procedure

With M being the marking function of Def. 3. As a shorthand,
the set of enabled configuration points is defined as Ce ⊆ C.

An enabled APN is not changing the behavior of the Petri
net. A disabled APN stops the flow of tokens from E to N .
By this, the definition of fire Def. 5 must be modified as well
as the definition of enabling Def. 4. These modifications are
defined in Defs. 16 and 17, respectively.

Definition 14: • The set of configuration points a node
belongs to is defined by the function BN : (P ∪ T ) →
P(C) with BN (n) = {c|c ∈ C ∧ n ∈ c.N}.

• The set of configuration points, in which a node is external,
is defined by the function: BE : (P ∪ T ) → P(C) with
BE(n) = {c|c ∈ C ∧ n ∈ c.E}.

• The set of configuration points, in which a node is internal,
is defined by the function: BG : (P ∪ T ) → P(C) with
BG(n) = {c|c ∈ C ∧ n ∈ c.G}.

Definition 15: The configured postset and
configured preset of a transition t is defined
as t • c = t • \{p|c ∈ (BE(t) \ Ce) ∧ p ∈ c.N} and
•ct = •t \ {p|c ∈ (BE(t) \ Ce) ∧ p ∈ c.E}, respectively.

Definition 16: Iff a transition t with BE(t) 6= ∅ is enabled,
it can firea and the marking of each p ∈ t • c is incremented
by W (t, p) and the marking of each p ∈ •ct is decremented
by W (p, t). The fire semantics of all other transitions are
following Def. 5.

Definition 17: A transition t ∈ T is enableda, iff it is
enabled according to Def. 4 and the following condition holds
true {p|p ∈ •t ∧ p ∈ c.E; ∀c ∈ (BG(t) \ Ce)} = ∅.

For a disabled configuration point, the movement of tokens
from E to N is prohibited in Def. 17 for transitions in N . The
movement of tokens to places in N is prohibited with Def. 16.

An APN can be flattened to a Petri net with inhibitor arcs [1].
Furthermore, it was shown that in some cases no inhibitor arcs
are created and that, with the algorithm of [40], an inhibitor arc
from a k-bounded places can be flattened to a Petri net without
inhibitor arcs. When the place is 1-bounded, the overhead is
minimal with just one additional place.

Algorithm 2 Helper method to enable or disable a transition
by a configuration place

1: procedure CONNECTBYARC((e, c, t, F, I,W,WI))
2: if ((c.w > 0)∧(e = >))∨((c.w < 0)∧(e = ⊥)) then
3: if (c.p, t) ∈ F ∨ (t, c.p) ∈ F then
4: if (t, c.p) ∈ F then
5: F ← F ∪ {(c.p, t)}
6: W (c.p, t)← |c.w|
7: W (t, c.p)← |c.w|+ W (c.p, t)
8: end if
9: else

10: F ← F ∪ {(c.p, t), (t, c.p)}
11: W (c.p, t)← |c.w|
12: W (t, c.p)← |c.w|
13: end if
14: else
15: if (c.p, t) ∈ I then
16: if WI(c.p, t) > |c.w| then
17: WI(c.p, t)← |c.w|
18: end if
19: else
20: I ← I ∪ {(c.p, t)}
21: WI(c.p, t)← |c.w|
22: end if
23: end if
24: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Helper method to duplicate a transition

1: procedure DUPLICATE((t, P, T, F,W,C, I,WI))
2: T ← T ∪ {t2} with t2 6∈ (P ∪ T )
3: F ← F ∪ {(t2, p)|p ∈ P ∧ (t, p) ∈ F}
4: F ← F ∪ {(p, t2)|p ∈ P ∧ (p, t) ∈ F}
5: I ← I ∪ {(p, t2)|p ∈ P ∧ (p, t) ∈ I}
6: W ←W ∪ {(t2, p)|p ∈ P ∧ (t, p) ∈W}
7: W ←W ∪ {(p, t2)|p ∈ P ∧ (p, t) ∈W}
8: WI ←WI ∪ {(p, t2)|p ∈ P ∧ (p, t) ∈WI}
9: for ∀c ∈ C do

10: if t ∈ c.N then
11: c.N ← c.N ∪ {t2}
12: end if
13: if t ∈ c.E then
14: c.E ← c.E ∪ {t2}
15: end if
16: end for
17: end procedure

1) Multiple configuration points: When multiple configura-
tion points are configuring a set of nodes, the intersection of
internal nodes of these configuration points are only enabled,
when all configuration points are enabled. Therefore, the logical
operator and is represented with the combination of multiple
configuration points.

F. Scalability of the flattening approach
We argue that one of its strengths of Adaptive Petri nets is

the ability to flatten it and then utilize existing model checking
tools. This will only be possible, when the flattening itself will
not increase the state-space of the resulting net exponentially,
such that the model checking can not work in reasonable time
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for larger nets.

To clarify the three stages of flattening we perform, the
type of Petri net is marked in the sub-script of the set. I.e,
places of an APN are denoted as PAPN , places of a Petri net
with inhibitor arcs are denoted as Pinh, and places of a Petri
net without inhibitor arcs are denoted as Pp/t−net. The same
syntax is also used for transitions.

The worst-case increase of places, when flattening from an
APN to a Petri net with inhibitor arcs is: |PAPN | ∈ o(|Pinh|),
the number of places does not increase when flattening an APN.
When flattening a safe (1-bounded) Petri net with inhibitor
arcs, it is 2 · |Pinh| ∈ o(|Pp/t−net|). Calculating the worst-case
increase for the number of transitions might be misleading, as
it hardly reflects reality since it will assume many overlapping
subnets: 2|C| · |TAPN | ∈ o(|Tinh|). With each configuration
point the number of transitions can double. When flattening
a safe Petri net with inhibitor arcs, the amount of transitions
does not increase.

For model checking tools, the most critical criteria to solve
a net, is the size of the state-space. The state-space in turn is
heavily influenced by the number of places a net contains. For
a safe Petri net, the state space is in the worst case o(2|P |).

With Adaptive Petri nets, the size of places does not
increase when flattening to a Petri net with inhibitor arcs.
Although, the size of transitions can increase exponentially to
the number of configuration points. For scalability, the most
limiting factor is the flattening of inhibitor arcs, which can result
in an exponential amount of additional places and transitions.
Since the semantics of the APN is just boolean (enabled or
disabled), users should be able to model the net in a way,
that all configuration places are 1-bounded. This will only add
one additional place per configuration place. From practical
experience, we never found the model checking as our limiting
factor.

1) Improvements to previously published work: After the
publication in [1], some improvements were found. To better
compare these works, we will list the changes here.

Internal nodes of C were defined as I , which was ambiguous
to the set of inhibitor arcs. Now the symbol G is used.

The set of external nodes E was previously set implicitly
with a formula. Now it is part of the definition of an APN.
This must be done to support commutativity in evaluation and
flattening, when combining multiple configuration points over
an intersecting subnet. This change can be especially noticed
in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 2.

IV. WORKFLOW FROM ADAPTIVE PETRI NETS TO FPGA

Modeling a circuit with an FSM or Petri net has many
advantages, already described in Section II. We propose an
architecture, which generates valid VHDL code from an APN.
The whole workflow is depicted in Figure 1, described later in
this chapter, and finally evaluated with a practical example of
a coffee machine in Section V.

In Figure 1, the transformation chain is depicted. It can
be read from the left (input) to the right (output). Circles and
ovals depict artifacts, e.g., files, while arcs and rectangles are
transformations and computations.

A. Input: Petri net
The transformation chain is started with various inputs. The

only mandatory input is a Petri net, named Base PN. This Petri
net can already be an APN or contain inhibitor arcs. To help
with separation of concerns, a composition system can be used
to separate the configured nodes from the base net (we employ
name-based composition and net addition rules [46], [47]. For
this, a Composition Specification may be required to describe
how the multiple parts are combined. For the compositional
approach, the base net contains the core functionality, which is
enhanced by several features, named PN Feature. This concept
is similar to feature-oriented programming [48].

B. Input: Context net
The input context net is specified by the developer and used

to separate concerns. While it is not strictly necessary for APN,
we found that a separate handling of the configuration points
helps when designing the nets. On one hand, it is used for
separating the context information from the base net. On the
other hand, it can be constructed in a way to guarantee that
all places of this net are 1-bounded, simplifying the flattening
of inhibitor arcs.

For the context net, three options were investigated. First a
simple Petri net, which does not provide a lot of abstractions.
The second investigated model is the context Petri net [49].
Context Petri nets are first described by a domain specific
language (DSL), which is setting multiple contexts in relation-
ship to each other. A relationship can be exclusion, inclusion,
implication, etc. This DSL is then transformed in a Petri net,
which handles the activation and deactivation based on the
relationship. E.g., when a context is activated, which is in an
exclusion relationship with another context, the other context is
then deactivated. The third option is a modified state machine.
A state machine is defined as a 4-tuple STM = (Q, s,Σ, f).
With Q as a finite set of states, s as the starting state, Σ a finite
input alphabet and f : S ×Σ→ S the state transition function.
For our use-case, we also add the set of contexts C to the state
machine. Each state can have a subset of C assigned to it. An
example can be seen in Figure 3. Such a state machine has the
advantage that it is very concise but still can be transformed
to a Petri net with little overhead by transforming all states
Q and events Σ into places, all state transition functions f
into transitions connecting the input and output state-places
correspondingly and also adding the event-place as input.

C. Composition
Utilizing a composition system gives two advantages. It

enables us to use a context net in the first place. Furthermore,
it can be used to simplify the definition of configuration points,
when each composed net is interpreted as the set N, the
configured nodes, while the composed nodes are the external
nodes.

For composition, two systems were used. A rather pragmatic
approach, based on node fusion [50] via name-unification. All
nets that have to be composed are put into one large net. Then
all places with the same name are fused together, performing
an addition of their tokens and merging the input and output
arcs. Similarly, this is done for transitions. As a wildcard, the
“*”-character can be used at the beginning or end of a string,
which then merges with all prefixes and suffixes of that string
depending on the position of this character.
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The other utilized system is based on net additions [46].
Net additions consist of a DSL, in which the names of the
composed Petri nets are first listed, followed by a list of node
fusion sets. A node fusion set is either a set of places or a
set of transitions from any composed Petri net, referenced by
their name and with a new name. For example, the node fusion
set (a/b/c → d) is merging the nodes a, b and c to a node
named d. We extended net additions, to specify a configuration
place together with the marking next to the name of a Petri net,
such that the Petri net becomes the set N of the configuration
point [47].

D. Adaptive Petri net and flattening

After the composition step, an APN is the result. Either
because the base net was already an APN, or because the
composition added configuration points to the net. The APN
is then flattened with the algorithm of [1] to a Petri net with
inhibitor arcs.

E. Model checking

To utilize existing model checking tools, the inhibitor
arcs can be flattened when the source node of this arc is
bounded [51]. Model checking can be performed on user-
provided rules (Model Check: custom with LTL/CTL* Formulas)
and with generic rules, like deadlock detection, unreachability,
unboundedness and invariants (Model Check: generic). These
generic checks can also be used, to Optimize the circuit model.
For example, to eliminate dead code or remove redundant places
from the invariant analysis. All model checking results can be
inspected by the developer to fix bugs and inconsistencies in
the modeled Petri nets (Check Results).

F. Circuit model

The flattened APN, a Petri net with inhibitor arcs, is
transformed in a Circuit Model. Our circuit model consists
of: connections, basic gates like AND and OR, as well as a
counter. Currently not implemented is the step from Adaptive
Petri nets to the circuit model. It is planned to use the dynamic
reconfiguration capabilities of FPGAs for this [16], [52].

1 l i b r a r y IEEE ;
2 use IEEE . STD_LOGIC_1164 .ALL ;
3
4 e n t i t y p l a c e i s
5 g e n e r i c ( max : i n t e g e r := 1 ; d e f : i n t e g e r := 0 ) ;
6 −− I = Inc remen t , D=Decrement , O=Out
7 p o r t ( I : in s t d _ l o g i c ; D: in s t d _ l o g i c ; O: out s t d _ l o g i c

; c l k : in s t d _ l o g i c ) ;
8 end p l a c e ;
9 a r c h i t e c t u r e d a t a f l o w of p l a c e i s

10 s i g n a l memory : i n t e g e r range 0 to max := d e f ;
11 b e g i n
12 p r o c e s s ( c l k )
13 b e g i n
14 i f r i s i n g _ e d g e ( c l k ) then
15 i f D = ’ 1 ’ then memory <= memory − 1 ;
16 e l s i f I = ’ 1 ’ then memory <= memory + 1 ;
17 end i f ;
18 end i f ;
19 end p r o c e s s ;
20 O <= ’ 1 ’ when memory > 0 e l s e ’ 0 ’ ;
21 end d a t a f l o w ;

Listing 1. VHDL of a place

Here, we use the following Petri net synthesis class:
(see Section II): synchronous, one-hot encoded, with k-bounded
places, 1-bounded arcs, inhibitor arcs and without indeter-
ministic constructs. Most of these restrictions are purely for
pragmatic reasons, to keep the transformation to the circuit
model simple. In the future, it is planned to extend the synthesis
to asynchronous circuits and to support k-bounded arcs. The
most important transformations can be seen in Figure 2. The
transformation is modeled closely to [53]. Each place and each
transition gets a one-to-one mapping in the circuit. Inhibitor
arcs are represented with the logical not.

G. HDL-code generation
After the circuit model was optimized, an HDL (Hardware

Description Language) Model is generated. This model is
an abstract representation of the textual VHDL code. The
VHDL implementation of a place can be seen in Listing 1.
From this, two HDL files are generated. One implementation
file, which contains all the logic to run the Petri net and an
HDL Skeleton is generated, which the developer can use to

Base PN

PN Feature 1
PN Feature 2
PN Feature ...

Context Net

Composition Adaptive PN Circuit
Model HDL Model

Optimize 

Flatten/ad. PN with
Inhibitor Arcs 

PN without
Inhibitor Arcs 

Invariants 
Dead Places 

Dead Transitions 

Model-
Check:
custom

Model-
Check:
generic

Input OutputAutomatic Transformation

LTL/CTL*
Formulas 

Composition
Specification

Flatten/inh.

HDL
Skeleton

Check
Results

Transformation 

HDL Impl.

Figure 1. Transformation workflow. PN = Petri net. Ovals are artifacts, rectangles are processes.
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Figure 2. Petri net circuit synthesis with one-hot encoding

implement their functionality. The skeleton consists of the
Petri net implementation and an API, exposing all important
places and transitions. Unimportant nodes are those, which were
created automatically. Internally this is done by prefixing the
nodes with a special keyword. For implementation, transitions
can be used for influencing the Petri net execution by either
blocking or continuing the net-flow. Places can be used as
impulses for the VHDL program to trigger the execution or
directly power an actuator of the circuit, e.g., a place will start
a small engine or letting an LED light blink.

V. SYNTHESIZING AN ADAPTIVE PETRI NET TO AN FPGA
The general workflow, described in the previous section, will

be demonstrated with a realistic use-case of a coffee machine.
While the example is simple enough to understand, it also
demonstrates most aspects of the workflow to show how the
synthesis can be extended for more complex designs.

A. Use-case description: Coffee machine
The behavior of the coffee machine can be described in

two phases: a configuration phase, which awaits user-input
for the type of coffee they want and a running phase, where
the machine will prepare and dispense the coffee. During the
configuration phase, the configuration places are set. When the
configuration phase is finished by pressing the start button, the
runtime phase starts and executes the coffee machine adapted
to the configuration.

Regarding the workflow of Figure 1, the input consists of
a context net, a base Petri net and LTL/CTL* formulas. The
composition specification is done implicitly, by composing the
nodes with a unification of the names (nodes with the same
name are merged, while a * will match anything).

The coffee machine consists of 3 models: the Petri net
model, the context model, and the APN model. All three models
are created separately. The APN model and Petri net model
are only separated because of the current technical limitation
that APN cannot be represented within PNML. The separation
of the context model is not required but gives a nicer overall
architecture as described also in Section IV-B.

The coffee machine itself operates in two phases: (I)
beverage selection; (II) beverage dispensing. In Phase I, the
customer can select from 5 buttons: Coffee, Cappuccino, Milk,
Espresso, Start. Except for the start button, each selection will
fill the place with the same name as the button with one token.
This place is then used as the context configuration. Phase II can
be reached, when the customer presses the start button. In this
phase, the buttons are disabled and the machine starts dispensing
according to the previous selection. The internal processes of

the machine are controlled by the Petri net. Utilizing Adaptive
Petri nets, only those parts are activated which are defined by
the contexts. The Petri net can be seen in Figure 4.

B. Modeling
The beverage selection is done with a state machine, as it

can be used to represent the selection logic in a simplified and
extendable way. This state machine is modeled in our STN
(state transition net) notation. It consists of states (circles),
events (arcs) contexts (rectangles) and a start state. In Figure 3,
the state machine can be seen.

The state machine starts in the None state and will move
to the next state when the coffee or espresso event is triggered.
It will then move to the Coffee or Espresso state, respectively.
The state machine is converted into a Petri net with a simple
conversion algorithm, which converts STN states to Petri net
places prefixed with state_, events to places with the event_
prefix and STN contexts to Petri net places without a prefix.
Finally, all arcs between states are converted to a transition
with the previous state and event as input and the next state
as output. When transforming the example of Figure 3 into a
Petri net, it results in 20 transitions and 12 places.

The Petri net model can be read from different formats.
Notably PNML (Petri net Markup Language), which is a
standard most Petri net tools support.

The coffee machine is modeled with the Petri net of Figure 4.
This net already integrates the state machine from Section IV-B
with the places event_*, state_None, Coffee, Espresso and Milk.
The net starts with a token inside place stopped, which allows
to trigger the transitions starting with req.. The *-sign matches
req.Coffee, req.Espresso and req.Milk. The net continues with
the transition ingredients, if no token is inside any event_*
place and no token in state_None. This is required, so that our
state machine is not in an intermediate state with unprocessed

None

Latte 
Machiato Espresso

Coffee Coffee 
+ Milk 

espresso

milk 

milk 

coffee

reset
reset

reset

reset

Coffee Coffee Milk

Espresso Espresso Milk

Figure 3. State machine for the selection inside the coffee machine
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Figure 4. Petri net for the coffee machine with 4 configuration points. C1={Coffee, 1, {ing_coffee, grind_coffee, disp_w200},{ingredients, grind_done,
disp_water, disp_water_done}C2={Espresso, 1, {ing_espresso, grind_espresso, disp_w40},{ingredients, grind_done, disp_water, disp_water_done}C3={Milk, 1,
{ing_milk, foam, disp_milk},{ingredients, ing_milk_done, disp_milk, disp_milk_done}C4={Milk, -1, {ing_no_milk, t_ing_no_milk, disp_no_milk},{ingredients,

ing_milk_done, disp_milk, disp_milk_done}

events and is also not in the None-state. After that, a token
is put into all following places, representing ingredients for
coffee, espresso and milk. The places and transitions will
converge into the dispend transition in the middle of the figure.
The ingredients will be later annotated with APN-structures.
Similarly the subnet between dispend and done dispenses water
and milk according to the specification and configured by the
APN-structures. The coffee making process is finishing with the
done-transition, which creates a token in event_reset to reset
the state machine on the None-state and a token inside Stopping.
The initial stopped state is reached, when the stop-transition
fires, which only happens when a token is inside state_None.

C. Flattening

The resulting composed Adaptive Petri net consists of 35
transitions and 24 places with 4 configuration points. When
this net is then flattened to a Petri net with inhibitor arcs, the
size increases to 50 transitions and 24 places. The number of
transitions increases a lot, because the transition ingredients is
an incoming external node in four configuration points. This
requires to duplicate this transition 24 times. However, the
flattening algorithm is not yet optimizing the duplication. It
will not prune illegal configurations (e.g., espresso and coffee

can never be selected simultaneously).
When size is critical, the designer should watch out that

the incoming external nodes are not transitions like it is done
with the configuration points at the disp step (i.e., disp_water
and disp_milk). Here, no new transitions or places are added
to the net.

After the APN is flattened, it is a Petri net with inhibitor arcs.
This can be further flattened to remove all inhibitor arcs with
the algorithm of [40]. As prerequisite for flattening inhibitor
arcs, the place connected to the inhibitor arc must have a
known, finite bound. We know from all places that they are
1-bounded because they are the result of our state machine.
After flattening, the net contains 58 transitions and 32 places,
an increase of 8 transitions and 8 places.

D. Model checking
A flattened Petri net can be model checked. We utilize

Tina, which we chose because it has good support for PNML,
can convert it to other formats, has a graphical editor, and
checks the net for basic properties in a well readable format.
Additionally, we utilize LoLA (Low Level Analyzer), which is
winner in several model checking competitions and allows to
build complex LTL/CTL* formulas [43]. There are two kinds
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of checks performed: automatically generated and manual tests.
We will not describe all tests, but instead give two examples
of each category. For automatically generated tests, we classify
theses tests into those for user feedback and those for net
optimization. Checks for User feedback is testing the net for
reversibility, boundedness, and deadlock freeness. Those are
all checked by default in Tina. In LoLA, the deadlocks are
checked by EF DEADLOCK. Checks for optimizations are
searching for invariants. In LoLA such a check would look
like this: AG((A = 1 AND (B = 1)) OR (NOT(A = 1) AND
NOT(B = 1))) with A and B being places. The quantifier AG
modifies the temporal predicate that this formula is only true,
if all states within the state-graph of the net conform to this
rule.

The coffee machine net has 4 invariants, which are all
inside the state machine, e.g., Coffee = State_Coffee OR
State_Coffee_Milk. With an invariant, not every place needs
to be represented with a memory, but can be represented with
a logical expression instead.

Besides the automatic formulas, the user can also specify
manually what is of interest to him, which requires domain
knowledge. In the following, two manually specified rules:
• LoLA rule: AGEF(Coffee = 1 AND Running = 1 AND

AF( Grind_Coffee = 1)) — when Coffee is selected, the
grind_coffee place is always selected afterwards.

• LoLA rule: AGEF(Coffee = 1 AND Milk = 0 AND
Running = 1 AND NOT AF(Milk_Heating = 1)) — when
Coffee is selected, Milk is always deselected, place
Running contains a token, and we will not reach the
place Milk_Heating.

E. Generation of VHDL code
Based on the flattened Adaptive Petri net, the workflow

will also create a coarse circuit model. This circuit model is
generated with the transformation described in Figure 2. Here,
each place is transformed into a counter and each transition
in a logical AND. Currently, only synchronous circuits are
generated, but there exist implementations, which do not need
a clock and therefore, work asynchroneously. This coarse circuit
model is then optimized to minimize the number of connections
and gates. Furthermore, the optimization step receives input
from the model checker, to remove invariants and dead nodes.

From the coarse circuit model, an abstract representation of
the VHDL code is generated, which is transformed to actual
source code in a last step. The source code is divided in two
parts: an implementation part, which contains all the logic to
run the Petri net and a skeleton, which contains the interface
places and transitions as signal declarations. The skeleton can
be later utilized by the programmer to implement additional
logic. The resulting skeleton is 150 lines (3 lines for each
place and 2 lines for each transition). The resulting Petri net
implementation code has a length of 280 lines. Within the
skeleton, the engineer has write access to the setter of all
places, read access to the boolean output of all places, and
write access to all transitions, where a low-signal can stop the
transition from firing.

A small example of both files is given in Listing 2
and Listing 3, which consists of a single place connected
to a transition. While the implementation itself must not be
understood by the developer, it is still printed in a readable

1 l i b r a r y IEEE ;
2 use s t d . t e x t i o . a l l ;
3 use IEEE . STD_LOGIC_1164 .ALL ;
4 e n t i t y main i s
5 PORT(
6 −− custom p o r t s go h e r e ( i . e . I /O)
7 btnL : in s t d _ l o g i c ; −− b u t t o n l e f t
8 btnU : in s t d _ l o g i c ; −− b u t t o n up
9 l e d : out s t d _ l o g i c _ v e c t o r (0 to 15) ; −− 16 l e d s

10 sw : in s t d _ l o g i c _ v e c t o r (0 to 15) ; −− 16 s w i t c h e s
11 c l k : in s t d _ l o g i c ;
12 ) ;
13 end main ;
14 a r c h i t e c t u r e b e h a v i o r o f main i s
15 s i g n a l c l k : s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ; −− in
16 s i g n a l p s _ i n g _ c o f f e e : s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ; −− in
17 s i g n a l t _ g r i n d _ c o f f e e : s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 1 ’ ; −− in
18 s i g n a l p _ i n g _ c o f f e e : s t d _ l o g i c ; −− out
19
20 b e g i n
21 −− i n s t a n t i a t i o n o f e n t i t i e s
22 t e s t b e n c h : e n t i t y work . t e s t b e n c h p o r t map ( c l k => c l k
23 , p s _ i n g _ c o f f e e => p s _ i n g _ c o f f e e
24 , t _ g r i n d _ c o f f e e => t _ g r i n d _ c o f f e e
25 , p _ i n g _ c o f f e e => p _ i n g _ c o f f e e ) ;
26 −− c o n n e c t i o n o f e n t i t i e s by t h e i r p o r t s
27 −− custom code h e r e
28 t _ s t a r t _ t r a n s i t i o n <= ’ 1 ’ when ( btnC = ’ 1 ’ and sw ( 1 4 ) =

’ 0 ’ ) e l s e ’ 0 ’ ;
29 t _ r e q d _ M i l k <= ’ 1 ’ when ( btnL = ’ 1 ’ and sw ( 1 4 ) = ’ 0 ’ )

e l s e ’ 0 ’ ;
30 −− 3 f u r t h e r t r a n s i t i o n s a r e bound to a b u t t o n
31
32 l e d ( 1 ) <= ( sw ( 1 ) and p_Mi lk_Hea t ing ) or ( sw ( 0 ) and

p_Stopped ) ;
33 l e d ( 0 ) <= ( sw ( 1 ) and p _ P r e p a r i n g _ m i l k _ h e a t i n g _ o u t ) or (

sw ( 0 ) and p _ S t o p p i n g ) ;
34 −− 13 f u r t h e r p l a c e s a r e bound to an LED + Swi tch
35 end ;

Listing 2. VHDL skeleton code for place ing_coffee connected to transition
grind_coffee

1 l i b r a r y IEEE ;
2 use s t d . t e x t i o . a l l ;
3 use IEEE . STD_LOGIC_1164 .ALL ;
4 e n t i t y t e s t b e n c h i s
5 PORT(
6 c l k : in s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
7 p _ i n g _ c o f f e e : out s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
8 p s _ i n g _ c o f f e e : in s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 0 ’ ;
9 t _ g r i n d _ c o f f e e : in s t d _ l o g i c := ’ 1 ’ ) ;

10 end t e s t b e n c h ;
11 a r c h i t e c t u r e b e h a v i o r o f t e s t b e n c h i s
12 s i g n a l i n g _ c o f f e e i r : s t d _ l o g i c ;
13 s i g n a l i n g _ c o f f e e o 2 : s t d _ l o g i c ;
14 b e g i n
15 i n g _ c o f f e e : e n t i t y work . p l a c e g e n e r i c map ( 1 , 0 ) p o r t

map ( p s _ i n g _ c o f f e e , i n g _ c o f f e e i r , i n g _ c o f f e e o 2 , c l k )
;

16 i n g _ c o f f e e i r <= ( i n g _ c o f f e e o 2 and t _ g r i n d _ c o f f e e ) ; −−
g r i n d _ c o f f e e

17 p _ i n g _ c o f f e e <= i n g _ c o f f e e o 2 ;
18 end ;

Listing 3. VHDL (internal) implementation code for place ing_coffee
connected to transition grind_coffee

format. The skeleton must only be changed beginning on
Line 20 for runtime behavior.

Finally, in our test-setup we utilized Vivado-SDK-2016.2 to
synthesize the bitstream for the Basys3 Artix-7 FPGA, which
contains 33,280 logic cells in 5200 slices, with each slice
containing four 6-input LUTs and 8 flip-flops. With this setup,
the size-impact of the Petri net can be described as marginal,
as can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Resource utilization of the Petri net on a Basys 3 Artix-7 FPGA.
The high I/O usage is due to our test-setup. The only required I/O is a clock.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we showed how Adaptive Petri nets can be
embedded in a workflow to synthesize Petri nets for context
adaptive circuits. Adaptive Petri nets support a Petri net devel-
oper with a new tool, which helps to express intentions more
directly and make context-awarenes a higher level language
construct of Petri nets. We claim that directly expressing the
adaptivity behavior of the net, allows developers to better
collaborate and communicate with each other. By maintaining
the ability to flatten these nets into standard Petri nets with
inhibitor arcs, existing tools and model checking solutions can
still be applied on this new class of nets. Because of the specific
structure of APN, inhibitor arcs can be removed in most cases
to extend the suitable tools and model checking capabilities
even further.

Compared to the initial paper on APN, the concept
was slightly improved to support commutative flattening of
multiple APN configurations. Further, this article proposed a
methodology of development for context adaptive FPGA-based
applications. The algorithm to flatten Adaptive Petri nets to
FPGA is extending the existing work of code generation from
Petri nets for FPGA, not only by supporting a new class of nets,
but also by supporting new kinds of composition operations
and supporting the usage of statemachines as input.

The workflow, for synthesizing Petri nets to FPGA, is
generic and allows an instantiation with several tools and
techniques. We showed how a coffee machine model can be
transformed. The coffee machine is context dependent on the
user input and changes its behavior based on the selection.
The transformation workflow utilizes model checking to verify
the correctness through automated checks, manual checks, and
to optimize the resulting circuit by eliminating dead places
and transitions as well as invariants. It was shown that the
resulting circuit is relatively small compared to the size of
modern FPGA.

While the coffee machine was utilized here as an illustrative
example, we already experimented with utilizing Adaptive Petri
nets for human-aware robotic control [54], [55] by implement-
ing the Haddadin automaton [56] as the controlling net for an
Adaptive Petri net. In the future, Adaptive Petri nets should
be directly synthesized on the FPGA, with partial dynamic
reconfiguration, which most modern FPGA support. We are
implementing further semantics for exception handling [54],
which allows to set and reset the tokens inside a configuration
point. Utilizing the similar runtime semantics of Adaptive Petri
nets and role oriented programming languages to model and
verify these languages [57].
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